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NGO-FORUM'95 MARCH 1995
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Concurrent with the World Summit for Social Development, NGOs will hold a parallel NGO-Forum event in Copenhagen, details of which may be obtained from the address below.

The NGO-Forum '95 secretariat has several areas of responsibility:

- Publication of its own NGO newsletter to keep NGOs abreast of the latest development;
- Facilitation of on-site participation of NGOs in the NGO Summit;
- Organization of parallel NGO events during the Summit week, such as conferences, workshops, exhibits and performances.

NGOs wishing to participate in NGO-Forum '95 activities should address their requests as soon as possible to:

NGO-FORUM'95
Social Summit Copenhagen
Njalsgade 13C
2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
Tel.(45) 32 96 19 95
Fax.(45) 32 96 89 19